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Native Messages chat 

7/!3/202! 5:5! PM 

Fire on Camp Creek- 2 acres from Air Attack, ~2113, is the BC. No ground resources 
there yet. Coordinates in next text 

5:52 PM 

AA said fire 2 acres. Here is lat/Iong 39 52.56 121 22.73 

6:08 PM 

I can’t hear anything on Butte Local so if you feel that there’s something worthy to put into the 
Signal app for SA, go for it! 

6: ! 9 P 

Ok 

6:35 PM 

Update on Camp Creek Rd fire from Engine 213: Still holding with retardant and bucket drops. 1-2 
acres. Will have to hike in a few miles or all crews be flown in. Most equipment still in staging. 

6:37 PM 
~,¢ I’ll paste into Signal. Thanks~ 

6:50 PM 

This is ridiculous...l’ve received 3 phone calls from the HAWC supervisors on this fire stating that 
executive is absolutely freaking out over this Dixie Fire. I told them if we’re not freaked out, they 
shouldn’t be freaked out! Oh, and rarely do we ever get freaked out! @ 

6:53 PM 

I know -~called me because MQ called him and the HAWC didn’t know anything 

6:54 PM 

Doesn’t meet criteria for reporting and I’m sure not going to be the one to reach out. 

6:54 PM 

Liked "Doesn’t meet criteria for reporting and I’m sure not going to be the one to reach out." 

7:02 PM 

only - from ~ - Update - fire is right next to our Tline - CALFIRE Type 3 engines are FYI too 
large to make access so CALFIRE has tasked E213 to make access to the fire for perimeter 
control 
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~ 7:03 PM 

Wow! That’s unusual but great use of available resources! 

7:04, PM 

Liked "Wow! That’s unusual but great use of available resources!" 

7:06 PM 

Do you know if they’ll also be sending a T-line Tman in with them? 

7: 07 P M 

Yes I think so / think they are charging the lead with ~ 

7:07 PM 

We probably won’t hear from ~and E213 for awhile but I am monitoring BTU local 

/:0;. PM 

Copy 

7:11 PM 

This is why we hire local guys from the local unit, right? 

7:i 3 PM 

Liked "This is why we hire local guys from the local unit, right?" 

,a0 PM 

TMAN ~is enroute from Chico to assist and de-energize at Switch 941, Bucks Creek 1101. 
ETA 40 minutes 

7:50 PM 

Liked "TMAN~ is enroute from Chico to assist and de-energize at Switch 941, Bucks 
Creek 1101. ETA 40 minutes " 

7:58 PM 

Unable to reach them via repeater 

7:58 PM 

7:59 PM 

They are in a big hole (canyon) LOL 

8:03 PM 

That’s a big hole too! 

8:!4 PM 

Just got word from E213 that they are released and returning to quarters. Apparently CALFIRE 
made access 

,8: ! 8 P 
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they have not yet made access but just got off the phone with~regarding E213 
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